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Abstract 
 
This paper aims to discover to what extent the philosopher Jacques Derrida is present in 
the novel The Broom of the System by David Foster Wallace. It will explore key themes 
from the writing and philosophy of Jacques Derrida as they are relevant to the novel. 
Having gained an understanding of the thought being applied in interpreting the novel, 
we will move on to explore aspects of the work from the perspective of deconstruction, of 
which Derrida was a key figure.  
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1.Introduction 
 
1.1 Problem Definition  
 
To what extent can a reader interpret David Foster Wallace’s The Broom of the System 
through the philosophical lens of post-structuralist philosopher Jacques Derrida? 
 
 
1.2 Motivation and Methodology 
 
Whilst David Foster Wallace has enjoyed a healthy amount of fame since the 1990s', 
particularly in the United States, the author and his work is now being celebrated 
internationally, with Foster Wallace widely considered a great of contemporary literature. 
With this in mind we, as avid readers of fiction, were drawn to Wallace as a novelist and 
thinker worthy of investigation. 2016 is the 20th anniversary of the publication of David 
Foster Wallace's most famous and challenging work, his magnum opus Infinite Jest. The 
obvious choice of books to center our project around from Wallace’s oeuvre would 
therefore have been Infinite Jest. 
There is a lot of understandable hype surrounding this sprawling work, which 
may partly explain why Infinite Jest has enjoyed such rigorous discussion both in pop-
culture and the academy. This, in conjunction with the sheer magnitude of the work, led 
us to decided to steer away from this notoriously complex, convoluted, though equally 
affecting novel. We have turned instead to one of Wallace's lesser-known works, The 
Broom of the System, his first published novel. A lack of pre-existing literature, such as 
analyses, articles, projects, etcetera focusing on this book was a clear point of attraction 
for us as a group – some material is available, though little of it is what could be 
considered academic, and in comparison to literature exploring Infinite Jest, Broom of the 
System (now to be referred to as the abbreviated BOS) has been relatively unchartered 
terrain. Whilst some academic guidance would always have been welcome, we were 
reluctant to choose a book for our project that had been saturated by years of literary 
investigation and scholarly ransacking. 
In addition, there were personal reasons, also relating to timing, which made the 
thought of a project on BOS particularly appealing. Wallace wrote the book while he was 
still in College as his English honors thesis. Being university students and literary 
enthusiasts, this seemed like the ideal time for us to read this work by Wallace, as our 
current situation is comparable to that of the author at the time of the books authorship. 
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This lent the enterprise a certain adventurous spirit as well as accentuating the relevance 
of the book for us personally. 
 
The first natural step in doing an analysis of a novel was to first read the novel. 
We knew that we were going to use either Wittgenstein, Derrida or Austin, or a 
combination of them, in connection to The Broom of the System, as our research before 
beginning the project had lead us to understand that Wallace had been influenced greatly 
by these theorists while writing the book. While two of our members began reading BOS 
outright, the third member started by reading Wittgenstein in an attempt to see if this type 
of reading changed her perception of the novel. During this time we also did our own 
separate research on Derrida and Austin. Upon coming together with our own individual 
research, we made the informed decision to leave Wittgenstein and Austin aside and 
focus all of our energy on understanding Derrida, which we will explain in due course.  
In the summer of 1993, published in The Review of Contemporary Literature, 
Wallace told interviewer Larry McCaffery “Think of “The Broom of the System” as the 
sensitive tale of a sensitive young WASP who’s just had this mid-life crisis that’s moved 
him from coldly cerebral analytic math to a coldly cerebral take on fiction and Austin-
Wittgenstein-Derridean literary theory […].” (McCaffery) 
Whilst three key thinkers are mentioned by Wallace as having inspired BOS, 
investigations of the book tend to focus on Ludwig Wittgenstein's presence in the text, 
while Derrida and Austin are mainly disregarded. We therefore saw an academic void to 
be filled. The lack of literature on Derrida in BOS versus the plenitude on Wittgenstein in 
BOS may be explained by the fact that the latter's presence in the book is explicit and 
consistently so. His name is used in a number of instances, his Philosophical 
Investigations referred to directly as well as themes from his thought. It is therefore easy 
to get lost in Wittgenstein when analyzing BOS, and as this philosopher is already 
notoriously difficult to grapple with, the thought of muddying the waters further by 
adding Derrida into the mix may seem overwhelming. For Derrida's place is never 
overtly specified in the work, though thanks to corroboration from Wallace himself, we 
know he is there. However, Jacques Derrida is considered equally if not more perplexing 
as a thinker as Wittgenstein. For this reason we have neglected to include Wittgenstein in 
our investigation. In order for us to conduct a thorough analysis, we had to narrow our 
scope to one thinker. We will only refer to Wittgenstein if he is directly involved in 
passages under analysis, or if we are challenging the assertions of others and their 
connections made between BOS and Wittgenstein.  
In regards to Austin, the third figure mentioned by Wallace from the interview 
excerpt above, his exclusion also needs justification. Our reasons for deciding against 
using Austin to direct our analysis are that upon reading How to Do Things With Words, 
Austin’s best-known work, we came to the conclusion that Austin is more a means of 
understanding the framework of speech acts and not something that could be applied 
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directly to BOS. Austin’s concepts can be used to define communicative processes, but 
they offer little in the way of inspiring or fuelling any in depth analysis or discussion. 
There is little room for debate where Austin is concerned and so using his thought as a 
foundation for an analysis would do little to help us unpack the novel in a way that would 
take us into new territories of understanding. We might, through Austin, be able to label a 
speech act as a “performative utterance” but that would not help us to discover the 
implications of that act; Austin’s applicability is thus rather limited in regards to a work 
as complex as BOS.  
 
Furthermore, in choosing Jacques Derrida as a theorist, we felt that if a 
poststructuralist analysis of a novel is not self-justifying in terms of academic relevance 
as an English project, the broader implications of Derrida’s thought gives significance to 
any exploration of his work. According to The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 
“Deconstruction has had an enormous influence in psychology, literary theory, cultural 
studies, linguistics, feminism, sociology and anthropology. Poised in the interstices 
between philosophy and non-philosophy (or philosophy and literature), it is not difficult 
to see why this is the case” (Reynolds). Understanding the complexities and chaos of 
language and life in general, or rather, acknowledging a lack of understanding, is what 
Derrida seems to aim for with his work. With this in mind, one can see the relevance of 
turning to Derrida and deconstruction for guidance in a world as complex, contradictory 
and confusing as the one we find ourselves in in the 21st century. Wallace uses the novel 
as a platform from which to present difficult philosophy of language in a context that is 
decipherable for the reader and encourages her to explore the thought further, beyond the 
confines of BOS. Whether or not Wallace was successful in this undertaking is up for 
debate, but he has at least inspired us to explore Derrida with this paper. We hoped, upon 
deciding our papers trajectory, that our work would provide help in the development of 
understanding of both BOS and Derridean post-structuralism. 
 
Having decided upon the theory on which to ground our paper, the next step was the 
analysis. BOS is a complicated novel with many different narrative pockets and a difficult 
plotline to follow. More than anything, we found that there were recurring themes 
throughout the novel and it would make the most sense to focus on those recurrences in 
relation to Derridean concepts instead of trying to tackle the whole book. While studying 
Derrida’s work, it became apparent where certain phenomena appeared throughout BOS 
that could be directly related to Derrida and his philosophy. It was through these 
moments of clarity that we made the decisions we did in regards to which dimensions of 
BOS we would investigate.  
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2. The Broom of the System 
 
2.1 Introducing David Foster Wallace 
 
 David Foster Wallace was born in 1962, into a literary family. His mother was an 
English teacher and his father a philosophy professor, which would inevitably influence 
Wallace’s career path. (D.T. Max: 2009). He attended Amherst College to study math 
and philosophy, but suffered a mental breakdown at the end of his sophomore year that 
sent him home for a period of time before he returned to his studies. It was during this 
second term at Amherst that Wallace began taking creative-writing classes and became 
influenced by post-modernist literature, which led him to begin writing The Broom of the 
System. In a letter to the editor of BOS, he wrote that part of his inspiration for the novel 
was a remark that an ex-girlfriend had made that “she said that she would rather be a 
character in a piece of fiction than a real person. I got to wondering just what the 
difference was” (Ibid). The novel was published in 1987, two years after Wallace had 
sent a chapter to a literary agency in San Francisco. At the time of its publication, he was 
attending an M.F.A. program at the University of Arizona. 
 Wallace struggled with anxiety and depression throughout his entire short life. He 
suffered from several mental breakdowns and attempted suicide multiple times, which 
both disrupted and influenced his writing greatly. He published two long novels, two 
books of essays and reportings, and three collections of short stories before committing 
suicide in 2008. (Ibid) 
  
 
 
2.2 List of Characters 
 
 We will assume that the reader is familiar with BOS prior to engaging with this 
paper. We will, therefore, not be summarizing the book in length. As we have mentioned 
before, the plot of the novel is not of key relevance, as we will be focusing mainly on the 
philosophical themes interwoven in the story. However, for the sake of clarity, we will be 
providing a list of significant characters, their roles and relationships to each other. 
 
 
2.2.1 The Beadsman Family 
 
Lenore Beadsman (protagonist) – Plot (but not novel itself) begins when Lenore 
discovers her Great grandmother is missing. She owns a cockatiel named Vlad the 
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Impaler who becomes the focus a sub-plot after he miraculously develops the ability to 
talk. Lenore believes that this is because someone has fed the bird LSD, potentially her 
Great grandmother. Attended Oberlin College. 
 
Lenore Beadsman Sr. – Protagonist's great grandmother (sometimes referred to as 
Gramma). Disappears from Shaker Heights retirement home with several fellow 
residents. She is a former student of philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein and leaves cryptic 
“clues” of a Wittgensteinian nature for her great granddaughter Lenore. 
 
Stonecipher Beadsman II – The son of Lenore Beadsman Sr. and Stonecipher Beadsman 
I. His mother abandoned him as a child. Mentioned in the novel without ever appearing 
as a character. Attended Amherst College. Was responsible for designing the town of 
East Corinth Ohio, which is in the form of his adored Jayne Mansfield, an actress who 
came to fame in America during the 1950s'. Stonecipher was killed in 1975 in a vat 
accident whilst trying to develop a product for “Stonecipheco Baby Food Products”. 
 
Concardine Beadsman – Protagonist Lenore Beadsman's grandmother. Is also a resident 
of Shaker Heights retirement home. Afflicted with Alzheimer's disease. Attended Mount 
Holyoke College. 
 
Stonecipher Beadsman III – Father of protagonist. Businessman, CEO of family business 
“Stonecipheco Baby Food Products” and is the owner Shaker Heights resident home (see 
above). Attended Amherst College. Effectively imprisons his wife (to whom he is 
unfaithful) in family home due to her poor “emotional health”, separating her from their 
children. 
 
Patrice LaVache – Mother of protagonist and her siblings. 50 years old. Resides at a 
sanatorium in Wisconsin. Becomes a semi-pro contract bridge player under the coaching 
of Blanchard Foamwhistle, who is the potential father to Stonecipher aka “LaVache” 
Beadsman. She is forced into giving “spontaneously [...] explosive” (267) birth whilst 
trying to scale a trellis to see her children. 
 
John Beadsman – Brother of protagonist. Resides in Chicago. Former academic. Highly 
intelligent. Poor physical and mental health – remains in room without receiving visitors, 
has trouble eating and sleeping. Subject to medical care. Has delusions of being on a 
game show and refuses to speak unless he believes he is being filmed. Also reportedly 
missing. 
 
Stonecipher “LaVache” Beadsman, aka “The Antichrist” - Brother of protagonist. Son of 
Stonecipher Beadsman III and Patrice LaVache, or potentially the love child of Patrice 
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LaVache and Blanchard Foamwhistle (NR). Loses leg at birth (see above). Student of 
philosophy at Amherst College. Equally intelligent and self-destructive, specifically with 
alcohol and drugs. Has a prosthetic leg which he refers to as “the leg” and talks to like a 
person. 
 
2.2.2 The Spaniard Family 
 
Clarice Spaniard – Sister of protagonist. Maiden name = Beadsman, adopts husband’s 
surname (see Alvin Spaniard). Lives in Cleveland Heights. Owner and manager of five 
franchises of successful tanning parlor chain called CabanaTan. Pushes Spaniard flock to 
play “Family theatre”, a bizarre television based bonding game. Attended Mount 
Holyoke College with Mindy Metalman and Sue Shaw (see respective entries below). 
 
Alvin Spaniard – Married to Clarice Beadsman (see above) and father to her children. 
Title: Vice President of Advertising in Charge of Gauging Product-Perception for 
Stonecipheco Baby Food Products. 
 
Stonecipher “Stoney” Spaniard – Son of Alvin and Clarice Spaniard 
 
Spatula Spaniard – Daughter of Alvin and Clarice Spaniard. Named after Ruth Spatula 
Spaniard, Alvin's grandmother. 
 
2.2.3 Frequent & Vigorous Staff 
 
Richard Vigorous – dating and totally infatuated with Lenore. Jealous, possessive and 
apparently far more interested in Lenore than she is in him. CEO of Frequent & Vigorous 
Publishing and responsible for the publication The Frequent Review. Author of the 
Monroe Fieldbinder short story series. 
 
Monroe Frequent – Joint owner of Frequent & Vigorous Publishing using the company 
as a tax shelter. 
 
Walinda Peathen – Sassy supervisor to Lenore, who doesn't seem to like her very much. 
 
Candy Mandible – Works with Lenore at the switchboard, as well as being her flat mate 
and former classmate. Has a second job at Allied Sausage Casings. Is the source of the 
first words learned by Vlad the Impaler after he copies her rehearsing lines for breaking 
up with co-worker Clint (not relevant for this project and therefore exempt from this 
character list). Currently seeing Allied Sausage Casings president Nick Allied (NR). 
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2.2.4 Mentionable Figures 
 
Jay - Lenore and Rick’s psychologist 
 
Andrew Sealander Lang a.k.a. Andy Wang-Dang Lang - Husband of Mindy Metalman. 
Meets Rick Vigorous at a bar near Amherst and is invited to come work Stonecipheco 
making a pamphlet for the new baby food under the guise of working for Frequent & 
Vigorous. Amherst graduate 1983, member of the Psi Phi fraternity. Falls in love with 
Lenore.  
 
Biff Diggerance - Andy Lang’s Amherst friend who interrupts Lenore and Clarice at 
Mount Holyoke, banging his head on the wall to relieve drunkenness.  
 
Mindy Metalman - Andy Lang’s wife. Rick Vigorous’ neighbor when she was a child, 
object of Rick’s obsession.  
 
Vlad the Impaler – Lenore’s pet cockatiel, gifted to her by Rick Vigorous. Suddenly 
begins imitating Candy Mandible’s “breakup” conversation. This leads Lenore to teach 
Vlad religious phrases so as to not upset the landlord, Mrs. Tissaw. After hearing said 
religious phrase, Tissaw lends him to Reverend Hart Lee Syke’s Christian television 
show as they think Vlad is speaking the words of God. It is hinted that Vlad’s newfound 
speech is caused by being fed Stonecipheco’s new baby food that has been altered with 
“a cattle-endocrine derivative” (149) speeding up child development. 
 
Nancy Malig – Spaniard children's babysitter. Former governess to Lenore and Clarice. 
Lenore confidently suspects she is having an affair with their father, Stonecipher 
Beadsman III. Former Miss Gerber beauty pageant winner, rumored ex-lover of Robert 
Gerber, businessman and old college friend of Stonecipher Beadsman III. 
 
Sigurd Foamwhistle – receptionist at Stonecipheco Baby Foods. Son of Blanchard 
Foamwhistle, who is the potential father to LaVache Beadsman (see above) and former 
bridge coach of Patrice LaVache. This means that Sigurd and LaVache may be half 
brothers. 
 
Neil Obstat Jr. – Researcher and chemist at Stonecipheco. Went to school with Lenore 
and still has a picture of her in his wallet. Lenore finds him creepy and thinks he has a 
head “like a skull” (413). 
 
Norman Bombardini – Owner of the Bombardini company and building, wherein 
Frequent & Vigorous Publishing is housed. Dangerously obese, wife leaves him due to 
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his weight, attempting to fill the universe with his Self through eating. Has a crush on 
Lenore, seems to want to eat her. 
 
 
3. Theory 
 
3.1 Introduction to Derrida 
 
Before introducing Derrida’s philosophy, we must linger for a moment over his 
biography, as we would argue that his early life experiences were formative for his 
philosophical thought. Jacques Derrida was born as Jackie Derrida to Jewish parents in 
1930 in Algeria, a French colony at the time. As a result of a series of laws implemented 
by the anti-Semitic Vichy government in the early 1940s, eleven-year-old Jackie, among 
other Jewish students, was forced to leave school and attend an unofficial all-Jewish 
secondary school until 1943. This period had a major influence on young Derrida’s 
identity: he developed an aversion to educational institutions as such, and focused his 
ambitions on a non-academic career, dreaming of becoming a professional football player 
or an actor. In addition, Derrida was left with “a deep suspicion of any kind of 
communitarian politics (...) and translated too into an abiding reticence to speak in the 
first person plural, as we or part of an us, in the name of this or that larger community, 
even including that Jewish community of which he was nominally a member” (Hill, 
2007:2). One can speculate that this ambivalent relationship to communities was the 
origin of his interest in the interplay between the inside and the outside as well as a 
critical view of binary oppositions and a fascination with the in-between state which he 
relates to the hymen (on which we will expand later in this paper). It is also worth noting 
that although his nationality was officially French, he didn’t set foot on the continent 
until he was nineteen; growing up in Algeria he was both a French citizen and an outsider 
to the realities of the 1930s-1940s France. This inability to position himself in a 
conventionally defined Jewish, French or Algerian identity was a crucial factor in his 
later work. The idea of a homogenous identity is, in a way, a target of Derrida’s 
deconstruction.  
 In 1952 Derrida was accepted to the Ecole normale supérieure, which has been 
the Alma Mater of many writers and philosophers of the French intellectual elite, some of 
whom Derrida came in contact with during his student years (such as Althusser, 
Bourdieu, Foucault or Genette (ibid: 3)).   
Throughout his life, Derrida published several works that criticized, or 
polemicized with other philosopher’s views. Jean-Paul Sartre’s works were of particular 
interest to him inasmuch as they oscillated between philosophy and literature, and 
underlined that the two are always in dialogue (ibid: 14), as can be found in Nausea for 
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example. In 1967 Derrida published Of Grammatology, in which he examined the 
relationship between writing and speech in philosophy and literature, scrutinizing the 
works of Saussure, Claude Levi-Strauss and, as the intellectual father of these two, Jean-
Jacques Rousseau. He was particularly interested in the problematic tendency of 
academics to place speech above writing as a form of communication. All three thinkers 
implicitly see writing as supplementary to speech, which, to Derrida, is a paradox in itself 
– the idea of supplement implies that writing is not only something additional to the 
essential concept that is speech, but that there is something lacking in the essence, that it 
needs to be supplemented. Derrida, generally inclined to question binary oppositions, 
never tried to invert this hierarchy, instead he introduced a new term, archi-écriture 
(‘arche-writing’), which deconstructs the traditional concept of writing. He said,  
 
“I would wish [...] to suggest that the alleged derivativeness of writing, 
however real and massive, was possible only on one condition: that the “original,” 
“natural,” etc. language had never existed, never been intact and untouched by 
writing, that it had itself always been a writing. An arche-writing [...], which I 
continue to call writing only because it essentially communicates with the vulgar 
concept of writing. The latter could not have imposed itself historically except by 
the dissimulation of the arche-writing, by the desire for a speech displacing its 
other and its double and working to reduce its difference.” (Derrida, 2016:61) 
 
Derrida also challenged the argument that writing is characterized by an absence, as 
opposed to the presence of the addressee in speech, by explaining absence as the presence 
deferred, postponed, rather than removed. Derrida’s iterability of language, a 
repeatability that facilitates the reception of the sign even when both the addressee/reader 
and the addresser/author are absent, is a feature of both written and spoken language. 
Detaching a sign from its context, e.g. quoting, does not imply that the sign means the 
same every time it is repeated, but rather that “there are only contexts without any center 
of absolute anchoring. This citationality, duplication, or duplicity, this iterability of the 
mark is not an accident or an anomaly, but is that [...] without which a mark could no 
longer even have a so-called normal functioning” (Derrida, 1972, in Kamuf: 97). The 
preexistence of the context can be seen in Derrida’s use of pharmakon, a Greek word 
meaning both remedy and poison, and only from the context can we deduce which one is 
the case. We will return to the idea of the pharmakon later in our analysis of BOS. 
  
All these “operations” in relation to the traditional approaches to writing and 
philosophy, can be classified as deconstruction of language and of the philosophical 
tradition as such. In an interview, when asked about his writing, Derrida explains: 
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 “Each time I write something, it feels like I'm advancing into new territory, 
somewhere I haven't been before, and this type of advance often demands certain 
gestures that can be taken as aggressive with regard to other thinkers or 
colleagues. I'm not someone who is by nature polemical but it is true that 
deconstructive gestures appear to destabilize, or cause anxiety, or even hurt 
others” (Jacques Derrida– Fear of Writing, 0:00-0:42). 
 
Deconstruction proved to be not only an overarching idea in Derrida’s writing, but also a 
way to find his place in the mainstream French culture. With his neologisms and terms 
that escaped definition, his writing was often misunderstood through the attempts to 
simplify it, which contributed to Derrida being considered eccentric and as such, an 
outsider of the mainstream philosophical thought. Derrida, however, aimed to deconstruct 
what is assumed by the philosophical tradition, without abandoning his outsider-position, 
 
“[he] quickly realized, it was necessary precisely to become an insider – not in 
order to renounce exteriority, but to replace the outside at the center where it 
properly-improperly belonged. The challenge was to find a place, or better, a 
place without a place, simultaneously inside and outside the philosophical 
tradition, both as a grateful and respectful guest and as a recalcitrant foreign body 
[...]” (Hill, 2007:7) 
 
Derrida’s contribution to the mainstream European philosophy is undeniable, so is his 
deconstruction of what is thought to be the fundamentals of the philosophical tradition. In 
a 1967 interview published in the book Positions, he says: 
 
   “To "deconstruct" philosophy, [...] would be to think – in the most faithful, 
interior way – the structured genealogy of philosophy's concepts, but at the same 
time to determine – from a certain exterior that is unqualifiable or unnameable by 
philosophy – what this history has been able to dissimulate or forbid, making itself 
into a history by means of this somewhere motivated repression.” (5)  
 
Although it may seem like a paradox, for Derrida this “in-betweenness”, being an inside-
outsider, or an outside-insider, was perhaps the perfect illustration of his theory, full of 
nuanced non-definable terms and his writing, placed somewhere between philosophy and 
literary theory. 
 Having briefly introduced Derrida as a theorist, we will now move onto defining 
the specific terms as used in his works. 
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3.2 Derridean Terms 
 
We will now define and outline the terms to be expanded upon, contextualized and 
practically applied in the analysis section of this paper. Our intention is to expose the 
reader to these terms in order to better understand the concept of deconstruction in due 
course. 
 
3.2.1 Differance 
 
The first Derridean term we shall wrestle with is that of différance, one of Derrida's most 
famous ideas. Derrida explains différance as such, 
 
“The verb “to differ” [différer] seems to differ from itself. On the one hand, it 
indicates difference as distinction, inequality, or discernibility; on the other, it 
expresses the interposition of delay, the interval of a spacing and temporalizing 
that puts off until “later” what is presently denied, the possible that is presently 
impossible. Sometimes the different and sometimes the deferred correspond [in 
French] to the verb “to differ.” […] In the one case “to differ” signifies 
nonidentity; in the other case it signifies the order of the same. Yet here must be a 
common, although entirely different [différante], root within the sphere that 
relates the two movements of differing to one another. We provisionally give the 
name differance to this sameness which is not identical: by the silent writing of its 
a, it has the desired advantage of referring to differing, both as 
spacing/temporalizing and as the movement that structures every dissociation. As 
distinct from difference, differance thus points out the irreducibility of 
temporalizing […]. Differance is not simply active (any more than it is a 
subjective accomplishment); it rather indicates the middle voice, it precedes and 
sets up the opposition between passivity and activity. […] Differance is neither a 
word nor a concept.” (Derrida, 1968: 255) 
 
To clarify, what Derrida seems to be explaining with the “assemblage” (the word used to 
label différance to avoid using either word or concept) is that rather than holding meaning 
in itself, différance represents a bridge between the diverging meanings of “differ” and 
“defer” (French has one word, différer, for both definitions, whereas in English there are 
two), combining the notions of physical or perceivable differences with contextual or 
temporal separation. In this sense, one can extrapolate that Derrida means that words can 
only be explained in relation to other words and their context with other things, thus 
words “defer” their meaning. One could attempt to explain this rather crudely with this 
sentence. “She looked at her palm” - in this sentence, the word “palm” is, in a sense, 
meaningless, for it lacks contextualization. It is not until we add another word to the 
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sentence, e.g. “sweaty” or “tree”, that we can understand what the sentence is describing, 
and the scene is allowed to develop into a full image in our minds. This is because 
“palm” could refer to a family of trees or to a part of the human hand. This example 
différance would explain both the difference of the meanings between both palm tree and 
the palm of the hand, as well as the fact that the word palm defers its meaning until other 
words complete its definition and put it into context. 
According to Derrida, words are only understandable within the text not because 
of the images they inspire of the objects they signify (the signified, as structuralists would 
say), but because of their relation to and cooperation with other words in a sentence. 
 
3.2.2 Pharmakon 
 
Derrida explores the philosophical concept of the pharmakon in his work Dissemination, 
first published in 1972. The word pharmakon itself is taken from Plato’s dialogue 
Phaedrus in which the author criticizes writing in contrast to speech as a form of human 
communication. Pharmakon is put forward as an example of a particularly problematic 
word due to its ambiguity of definition. From ancient Greek, the word can be translated 
as many things, most notably “remedy” and “poison”, the two components of a dualism. 
Derrida does not merely draw attention to the communicative problems that could arise 
due to the contradictory meaning of pharmakon, or the difficulties of translating this 
duplicitous word. He suggests that the duality of the word, the seeming contradictoriness, 
the ambiguity, is perhaps the most important aspect to the word – it is not sheer 
coincidence that accounts for the existence of a word that has several meanings, two of 
them comprising a binary opposition. Derrida writes, 
 
“One must indeed be aware of the fact that Plato is suspicious of the pharmakon 
in general, even in the case of drugs used exclusively for therapeutic ends, even 
when they are wielded with good intentions, and even when they are as such 
effective. There is no such thing as a harmless remedy. The pharmakon can never 
be simply beneficial. 
 
For two different reasons, and at two different depths. First of all because the 
beneficial essence or virtue of a pharmakon does not prevent it from hurting. The 
Protagoras classes the pharmaka among the things that can be both good 
(agatha) and painful (anaira) [for example] “relieving an itch by rubbing, and 
anything that can be treated by such a remedy […].” This type of painful pleasure, 
linked as much to the malady as to its treatment, is a pharmakon itself.” (Derrida 
in Stoker, 2008:65) 
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Derrida, with reference to Plato, sees the written language not just as the platform for the 
occurrence of the pharmakon, but as a pharmakon itself. This he discusses due to the 
interplay between writing and memory, putting forward the idea that “[...] under the 
pretext of supplementing memory, writing makes one even more forgetful; far from 
increasing knowledge, it diminishes it.” (Ibid) He then goes on to explore Plato's 
standpoint on writing as a means of communication and memory. Whilst acknowledging 
some validity to Plato's critique, Derrida encourages a more nuanced view on the 
pharmakon as a concept, the idea of writing as a pharmakon, countering Plato's diatribe 
on writing and debunking the logocentric argument that writing is inferior to speech and 
active memory.  
 
3.2.3 Hymen 
 
Derrida appropriated the word hymen in a two part lecture series called The Double 
Session in 1972.  
He utilized the term while deconstructing mimesis in Mimique, a piece by French poet 
Stéphane Mallarmé. Derrida assigned the hymen to “float undecidedly between not only 
[...] philosophy and literature, but also [...] imitated and imitator, referent and sign, 
signified and signifer.” (Kamuf, 1991: 170) The hymen refers to the relationship between 
the inside and the outside, also quite literally in regards to the membrane within a 
woman’s vagina that marks her as not having been penetrated. We can see this in 
Derrida’s description of the hymen here: 
 
“... merge[ing] with what it seems to be derived from: the hymen as protective 
screen, the jewel box of virginity, the vaginal partition, the fine, invisible veil 
which, in front of the hystera, stands between the inside and the outside of a 
woman, and consequently between desire and fulfillment. It is neither desire nor 
pleasure but in between the two. Neither future nor present, but between the two.” 
(Derrida in Kamuf, 1991: 186) 
 
Derrida’s hymen is the margin, the space between the inside and the outside without 
being either inside or outside. It is used to describe, “what happens in the non-locatable, 
non-determined ‘place’ of the in-between” (Ibid: 50). If we think of it literally, the 
absence of a hymen (post-penetration) makes way for an unclear distinction of inside and 
outside, what used to mark it clearly is now gone and thus represents both inside and 
outside. It occurs in the “spacing between desire and fulfillment” (Ibid: 186).  
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3.2.4 Deconstruction 
 
The first obstacle that one encounters in trying to understand deconstruction is that 
Derrida explicitly writes that there is no definition of the term. “‘All sentences of the type 
“deconstruction is X” or “deconstruction is not X” a priori miss the point’ he writes, 
because deconstruction is not reducible to an essential feature, task or style.” (Lucy, 
2004: 12). Whilst deconstruction is a slippery term evading definition, its modus operandi 
- as we understand it - can be examined for the purpose of clarity.  
Coming to terms with deconstruction (which is, to an extent, synonymous with 
poststructuralism) can be made easier by looking at a school of thought which came 
before it, namely structuralism, made famous by the early 20th century linguist Ferdinand 
de Saussure. 
 
“Structuralism, in linguistics, [maintains] that a language is a self-contained 
relational structure, the elements of which derive their existence and their value 
from their distribution and oppositions in texts or discourse. This principle was 
first stated clearly, for linguistics, by the Swiss scholar Ferdinand de Saussure 
(1857 - 1913). Saussurean structuralism was further developed in somewhat 
different directions by the Prague school, glossematics, and other European 
movements.” (“structuralism”) 
 
Deconstruction and poststructuralism can be seen as a reaction against the 
principles of structuralism, the idea that language is a system grounded in concepts of 
opposites and fixed meanings that define terms based on their differences to other terms, 
with words and the entities they describe based on a concrete ‘essence’. The same can be 
said of structuralism and poststructuralism in regards to literary criticism as linguistics. 
Whilst structuralism focuses on the aspects of a text which are explicit and linkable to a 
‘world outside the text’, poststructuralism aims to unpack these seemingly irrefutable 
aspects and decode what is present in the writing on those terms. Anything that is written 
can have broader implications than merely, for example, describing a scene to construct 
an image in the mind of the reader. In fact, according to the poststructuralist approach, 
the writer has almost no control over what is written, making nearly any interpretation of 
the text valid or defensible. This was at least part of David Foster Wallace’s 
interpretation of poststructuralism, something which he felt benefitted him in his writing 
pursuits. As he divulged in an interview,  
 
“[T]he reader’s own life “outside” the story changes the story. You could argue 
that it affects only “her reaction to the story” or “her take on the story.” But these 
things “are” the story. This is the way Barthian and Derridean post-structuralism’s 
helped me the most as a fiction writer: once I’m done with the thing, I’m basically 
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dead, and probably the text’s dead; it becomes simply language, and language 
lives not just in but “through” the reader. The reader becomes God, for all textual 
purposes.”  
(McCaffery) 
 
We interpret deconstruction as a skeptical antagonist in the face of systems, actively 
opposed to ideas such as binary oppositions or essentials/fundamentals. It accepts nothing 
at face value, disregarding anything that could be understood simply because it is 
normalized or conditioned to be so. Derrida himself, when asked to say what 
deconstruction is - a question he seemed to have a particular aversion to - went on to say 
that, “[...] one of the gestures of deconstruction is to not naturalize what is not natural - to 
not assume that what is conditioned by history, institutions, or society is natural.” 
(Derrida, 2002: 14:40) 
 
 We hope that the ideas, for lack of a better word, underpinning deconstruction are 
more easily understood by the reader having looked at the key Derridean terms defined 
above. If one takes the idea of the pharmakon, it becomes apparent that in some contexts, 
opposites or binaries may be found within one entity and the term used to label it, going 
against the structuralist idea that things are defined by their differences to other things. 
Furthermore any seemingly opposite entities exhibit what Derrida calls traces of the other 
entity, meaning that in a sense the two are always already linked and separating them into 
binaries would be a misunderstanding of the complexities of what it is ‘to be’. The term 
trace will be returned to in the différance subchapter within the analysis section.  
With all this in mind, we will now attempt to illustrate deconstruction by turning 
to our main source of analysis, The Broom of the System. Putting this theory into use is, 
we feel, the best way to reveal its perplexing mechanics to the uninitiated. 
 
A structuralist may look at BOS and say that the book is a story about Lenore 
Beadsman, a young woman in search of her missing great-grandmother of the same 
name. A deconstructionist might look at BOS and say that there is a never-ending list of 
meanings to be found within the multiple layers that make up the novel. For example, in a 
conversation between Lenore Beadsman and her brother the Antichrist (whose birth name 
is LaVache, but is referred to by his nickname the Antichrist), in relation to the missing 
great-grandmother (referred to in this quote as Lenore) and the cryptic drawings that she 
has left behind, the Antichrist says,  
 
“Now, under this game-scenario, how might we wish to see the drawings as 
functioning, here? [...] The sliding-man drawing, under this scenario, might say, 
hey, ho, watch how you go. Perceive how you - we - perceive Lenore’s being … 
‘missing.’ Don’t just look at it; think about how to look at it. Maybe it … means 
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the opposite of what you think it does, of the way it … looks. [...] See, maybe 
Lenore isn’t gone at all. Maybe you’re who’s gone, when all is said and done. 
Maybe … this one I particularly like … maybe Dad’s gone, spiraled into the 
industrial void. Maybe he’s taken us with him. Maybe Lenore’s found. Maybe 
instead of her sliding away from you, you’ve slid away from her.” (Wallace: 246) 
 
Here we have as clear an example as can be made from within the text in regards to the 
complexities of deconstruction. For the purpose of this paper, it is important to 
understand that “always within a context [...] the word deconstruction ‘replaces and lets 
itself be determined by such other words’ as differance, pharmakon, trace, [...] hymen, 
[...] and the like” (Lucy, 2004: 12). This is the nomenclature we will be using in our 
deconstructionist analysis.  
 
 
4. Analysis 
  
In this chapter we will examine some of the motifs, themes and characters from The 
Broom of the System through a Derridean filter. We will further explore the key concepts 
out in the last chapter, using them to analyze BOS to consider to what extent one can see 
the work of the famous French deconstructionist juxtaposed or entangled in the novel.  
 
4.1 Derrida’s Differance 
 
We will now attempt to show how the problems and confusion of language that Derrida 
and his différance explore can be seen in several examples from BOS. We will do so 
under the premise that the author was using the novel to demonstrate or explore the 
thought of Derrida in regards to language. 
Wallace illustrates this aforementioned confusion in language with the character Rick 
Vigorous' publishing firm - “Frequent & Vigorous Publishing”. Rick complains that he 
receives endless stories from university students hopeful of getting their (usually terrible) 
stories published: 
 
“Do you know where all the really sad stories I'm getting are coming from? 
They're coming, it turns out, from kids. Kids in college. I'm starting to think 
something is just deeply wrong with the youth of America. First of all, a truly 
disturbing number of them are interested in writing fiction. Truly disturbing. […] 
These kids should be out drinking beer and seeing films and having panty raids 
and losing virginities and writhing to suggestive music, not making up long, sad, 
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convoluted stories. And they are as an invariable rule simply atrocious typists. 
They should be out having fun and learning to type. I'm not a little worried. 
Really.” (Wallace, 1997: 104) 
 
Whilst serving as what is probably self-satire of the author, the cause of Rick's frustration 
also illustrates Derrida's point, as outlined above, in regards to meaning being understood 
through the inter-relation of words. Although the words “Frequent” and “Vigorous” in 
the company name are themselves names, (surnames to be precise) when they appear 
without a first name, a reader may understand these names to signify not two respective 
individuals, but to signify the adjectives frequent and vigorous. To be fair, the surnames 
Frequent and Vigorous are unusual to say the least. When these adjectives are used to 
describe a firm specializing in the publication of literature, they seem to signify that the 
firm not only publishes, but publishes both frequently and vigorously. The meaning of 
the words is distorted by their context, their position in a larger set of different though 
related words, both in the immediate text and in language as a whole. To clarify, related 
is used here in the sense that the words appear in the same sentence, phrase, et cetera – 
not related in their definition per se. As Derrida writes, 
 
 “In the extent to which what is called a “meaning” (to be “expressed”) is already, 
and thoroughly, constituted by a tissue of differences, in the extent to which there 
is already a text, a network of textual referrals to other texts, a textual 
transformation in which allegedly “simple term” is marked by the trace of another 
term, the presumed interiority of meaning is already worked upon by its own 
exteriority. It already differs (from itself) before any act of expression. And only 
on this condition can it constitute a syntagm or text. Only on this condition can it 
“signify”.” (Derrida, 2004: 28)  
 
Derrida takes this statement to encompass large texts, entire pieces of literature amongst 
other pieces (from where they derive part of their meaning); it is as relevant to words 
amongst small strings of words as it is to texts amongst a library of other texts. Now let 
us return to the text at hand, BOS. We argue, following the reasoning of Derrida, that 
confusion arises in regards to Frequent & Vigorous Publishing because of the meaning 
which is shaped by these words as a unit and not just individually. Young, naïve and 
hopeful college writers see this name and the result is a false image in their minds, 
brought about not by what the words signify alone but as an entity. They thus believe that 
the firm is perhaps more likely to publish their work due to the brand of their operations. 
In their rush for publication and the potential fame, money, prestige, and so forth that 
comes with a book being received by the public, young hopefuls choose “Frequent & 
Vigorous Publishing” due to a false idea created by the relationship of words in a 
sentence. They believe that the firm publishes frequently and vigorously, vigorously 
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perhaps taking on the meaning of a word closer to ardently in this context, again because 
of the other words framing it. The semantic layering does not end there in regards to the 
company name however.  
 
Derrida, when outlining the thought behind his coinage of the word différance, 
places special emphasis on the letter “a” which replaces the “e” in the spelling of the 
parent word “different”, the letter which helps to facilitate the meaning of the new 
“assemblage”. He writes, 
 
“Now, in point of fact, it happens that this graphic difference (the a instead of the 
e), this marked difference between the two apparently vocalic notations, between 
vowels, remains purely graphic: it is written or read, but it is not heard. It cannot 
be heard, and we shall see in what respects it is also beyond the order of 
understanding. It is put forward by a silent mark, by a tacit monument, or, one 
might even say, by a pyramid–keeping in mind not only the capital form of the 
printed letter but also that passage from Hegel's Encyclopaedia where he 
compares the body of the sign to an Egyptian pyramid. The a of differance, 
therefore, is not heard; it remains silent, secret, and discreet, like a tomb. 
 It is a tomb that cannot even be made to resonate. For I cannot even let 
you know, by my talk […], which difference I am talking about at the very 
moment I speak of it. I can only talk about this graphic difference by keeping to a 
very indirect speech about writing, and on the condition that I specify each time 
that I am referring to difference with a e or differance with an a. In any event, 
when I do specify which difference I mean–when I say “with an e” or “with an 
a”–this will refer irreducibly to a written text, a text governing my talk [...]. We 
cannot refrain here from going by way of a written text, from ordering ourselves 
by the disorder that is produced therein–and this is what matters to me first of all. 
 Doubtless this pyramidal silence of the graphic difference between the e 
and the a can  function only within the system of phonetic writing and within a 
language or grammar historically tied to phonetic writing and to the whole culture 
which is inseparable from it.”  (Derrida 1968: 257) 
 
Derrida in describing the letters a and e, in the context of différance, as being voiceless, 
points out that one can never know which différence/différance (différer) he is referring 
to in the French language, without contextualizing the word and explaining himself with 
other words. Thus he uses the assemblage, in terms of both its physical and aesthetic as 
well as its phonetic construction, to explain the definition of the assemblage. We would 
like to return to the word “tomb” which Derrida uses to describe the a. The image of the 
tomb is a trope that pops up multiple times in BOS. The Beadsman family home housed a 
form of tomb, in which the mother, Patricia Beadsman, was confined to her room and 
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away from her children, justified as necessary due to her insanity by Stonecipher 
Beadsman III. The retirement home from which Gramma Beadsman “escapes” can be 
considered a tomb. The Great Ohio Desert, with its vast desolation, making it a place of 
silence, secrecy and discretion, may render the site a form of tomb. This is consolidated 
by Rick's move of handcuffing himself to Lenore there so that they may perish together 
and remain together there forever. None of these sites can be labeled as functioning 
exclusively as a tomb however, which only increases their multiplicity and ambiguity. 
This has implications from a Derridean perspective. It is only in the context in which the 
reader finds these sites, that they function as a tomb. People also go to the Great Ohio 
Desert to wander, to fish and to observe as a tourist. In certain areas of the desert, it is in 
fact lively and bustling with crowds of leisure seekers. The Beadsman family home 
functions as a tomb for one family member, but as an actual family home for the 
remaining family members, a place to sleep, eat, bathe, store property, et cetera. A 
retirement home would never advertise themselves as a “tomb” for the elderly, but rather 
as a place of relaxation and tranquility; it is Gramma Beadsman who sees the retirement 
home as an oppressive place to be escaped from. This underscores the nature of 
différance, if there is one to be found – any given thing can only be understood through 
its relation to other things, its context and its perception by any given individual. Nothing 
is essential, and the perception of a site as a tomb is not finite, just as the words 
difference and différance may be interpreted differently by two separate individuals, as 
the silent “a” can only be seen and not heard; the act of perception is what forms the 
understanding of a thing and not the thing alone. 
 
Wallace ends his book with an unfinished sentence, which we will argue was a conscious 
decision, a device as well as a reference to the philosophical inspirations of the book. The 
unfinished sentence could be taken as a reference to Derrida and his idea that the text 
never begins and never ceases, which is anchored in the term différance. It is an infinite 
within the immense plexus of the written language. Secondly, it can be taken as a 
reference to Franz Kafka – Wallace had a strong interest in Kafka having dedicated 
essays and lectures to the existential Czech writer, who is mentioned explicitly by name 
on page 158 of BOS, – and his two unfinished novels The Trial and The Castle, which 
both end mid sentence. It could be argued that David Foster Wallace here references to 
Kafka in order to demonstrate the place of Wallace's work amongst other works of 
literature, although the author always spoke of his writing with great modesty. This 
places BOS in an archive, one which will be ceaselessly added to as long as texts are 
written. Indeed, this acknowledgement of the place of BOS in the archive can be 
consolidated by the theme of the archive that is explored by Kafka in The Castle. After 
Wallace repeatedly references to texts by various writers – for example, Bram Stoker's 
Dracula, Wittgenstein's Investigations, Marvel Comics' Batman and Charlotte's Web, 
both a children's novel written by E.B White and a movie adaptation released in 1973 – 
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the final reference to Kafka concretes the function of these references, making them a 
being for the philosophical foundations of Wallace's meta-fictional narrative. We remind 
the reader of the earlier quote from Derrida's Positions, in which he explains différance, 
specifically the words “a network of textual referrals to other texts”. This is what Wallace 
is acknowledging with his repeated references to other texts throughout BOS, made all 
the more potent by ending the novel itself in a reference. 
Furthermore, it is our standpoint that Derrida would argue that this unfinished 
sentence only makes sense due to its différance, the fact that its meaning is deferred so 
that the reader can understand it without recourse to the final word in the sentence. The 
final sentences in the book read thus, “ ‘You can trust me,’ R.V. says, watching her hand. 
‘I'm a man of my’ ” (Wallace: 467). It is only because the reader is familiar with this 
sentence that she is able to understand it despite its incompleteness. Thus even without 
the final word from the sentence (“word”), one can understand its meaning due to the fact 
that this meaning has been deferred, not to later, but to an earlier point in time, to when 
this word made its way into our internal phrase book. “I’m a man of my word” is a 
commonly used expression in the English language, used normally as an assertion that a 
promise made by the speaker will be fulfilled, as what they say is what they do, or at least 
intend to do. In the context of BOS however, this expression takes on a greater meaning 
upon deconstruction. Whilst Rick seems to be consolidating a promise, as this speech act 
is normally used, we interpret the sentence to mean that in addition, Rick is a man of 
words, quite literally. Rick is a fictional construct, the product of words in aggregate, 
formulated by the author but interpreted by the reader. He therefore exists exclusively as 
a man of words, at least until the book is read and the character is able to transcend the 
page, manifested in the mind of the reader. In addition, the sentence could, in another 
interpretation, be taken to reference to the fact that Rick’s occupation and therefore a part 
of his identity, is that of a publisher of the written word. He is also an amateur writer. 
Therefore in another literal though differing sense, Rick is a man of the word. Thus we 
see the function of différance in this sentence, the conclusion of the novel, as well as how 
readily it lends itself to deconstruction and the varying interpretations this may entail. 
One could also argue that the omitted word is in itself significant. The absence of 
the word “word” in the last sentence of a book which is, among other things, about 
language, cannot be coincidental. Is it to say that, after all, words are unnecessary, that 
the meaning can be transmitted without them? Or maybe it is only possible because of, in 
Derridean terms, traces of the word “word”, that are left behind after it has been 
deferred? The first supposition would imply a great dose of self-irony, considering that 
BOS consists of 467 pages of words – but to conclude a lengthy novel, the plot of which 
revolves around stories, writing, and confusion with language, by implicitly claiming that 
words do not matter, that is a conclusion that Gramma Beadsman would immensely 
enjoy. The latter interpretation also allows for a philosophical-linguistic wordplay on the 
word “word”, seeing as différance finds application in language, that is – words. 
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Moving away from the conclusion of the novel, we will move backwards, returning to 
characters and their names to uncover their implications in terms of Derrida’s différance. 
The interplay between the names Lenore Beadsman the younger and great-gramma 
Beadsman, can be seen as an exemplification of différance. On the one hand, we cannot 
distinguish the difference between these two women - Lenore Beadsman and Lenore 
Beadsman - based on their names alone, just as the words difference and différance 
(when spoken in French) cannot be distinguished when communicated verbally. We must 
see these words, difference and différance written down in order to distinguish them from 
each other and perceive their separate meanings, or alternatively we must identify the 
meaning of the word based on context. The same is true of Lenore Beadsman and her 
great-grandmother, in a sense. What is not the same is that as a reader, we do not get the 
opportunity to hear names uttered verbally. We see them written down, but again we 
cannot distinguish the names unless the author is kind enough to refrain from referring to 
the elder Lenore with the name Lenore, but instead choosing a different one such as 
Gramma. Again, as with difference and différance, what would help us to distinguish 
between these individuals, great-granddaughter and great-grandmother, would be seeing 
them in their physical manifestations. As difference and différance have no absolute 
physical manifestations, the closest we can get to them are the words in their written 
form. In the case of the two characters, what would help would be to go one step closer, 
and see the two people in the flesh to see their differences. However, here again Derrida 
can be called upon again in our discussion. For in seeing the differences of these women 
in the context of reality, we would also see traces (a Derridean concept soon to be 
explained) of the other. For example, seeing a young virile woman, we would be 
reminded of an old, decrepit lady. So here again, différance is relevant, as we see that 
time and space are part of what characterizes each woman as an individual in contrast to 
the other, différance being a combination of the French words “defer” (invoking time, 
placement and temporality) and “differ” (pertaining to physicality, nature, etcetera). The 
women are distinguishable due to time, which has aged the grandmother and brought 
Lenore into the world, carrying her into maturity. It is this difference in age that relates 
them, not just blood and name. Derrida writes, “Différance is the systematic play of 
differences, of the traces of differences, of the spacing by means of which elements are 
related to each other.” (Derrida, 2004: 24). To clarify, traces in the Derridean 
understanding are aspects of a word or concept which are relatable to a different concept, 
as in for example, civilization and nature, black and white, cheese and cracker. The 
reader should note here that binary oppositions do come into play here, but the concept of 
traces is not limited to them. In fact, binary oppositions are part of what 
deconstructionists aim to dismantle. This will be elaborated upon in the later section on 
deconstruction. With the above in mind, we argue that the choice of giving the same 
name to two characters who are related though different, on at least one level binary 
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opposites (young and old) and separated by time amongst other things, Wallace was 
playing with the concept of différance. 
The use of the name Lenore for these two characters as a metaphor for différance 
does not exclude the potential for other interpretations of the name however. The 
characters or rather the name of the characters Lenore Beadsman, could also be argued as 
constituting a pharmakon, a concept discussed in the following subchapter. 
 
4.2 Derrida’s Pharmakon 
 
Rick Vigorous gives Lenore Beadsman a temporary position reading unpublished 
manuscripts for him, to weed out the sure rejections and mark works of interest for him to 
look over later. An apparent promotion, the change to Lenore's position of employment is 
seen by Rick as something to give her a sense of fulfillment, 
 
“ “Maybe even inclined to say big mistake here, Rick.” [says Lenore] 
“Don't be silly. It's an absolute inspiration. I was positively writhing with 
excitement at the prospect of telling you, last night. [...]” [says Rick] 
“But, I like the switchboard. You know that. [...]” [Lenore] 
“Lenore, you are in a position to do me a favor. Actually to help both of us, I 
think. This  will be deeply interesting, I promise. I've seen that you're chafing, 
at the switchboard, deep down.” [Rick] 
[…] 
“I just want to keep my personal life and my job as separate as I can. I don't need 
Walinda going around saying I got a cushy deal because of you.” [Lenore] 
“But here's your chance to be out of Walinda-range for a whole periods of time.” 
[Rick] 
 “And plus, Rick, I just have a bad feeling about the whole thing.” [Lenore]”  
(Wallace: 305-307) 
 
Rick uses this as an opportunity to slip a story that he personally has written into Lenore's 
stack of manuscripts. The motivation behind this action is never explicitly stated but one 
can make a calculated guess based on Rick's character. His intention is that Lenore will 
read the piece, be impressed by it and mark it as a work of particular quality. Rick will 
then confess to his authorship and in this way, win favor, respect and/or the love he so 
desperately craves from Lenore, the love he badgers her to verbalize throughout the 
novel. His tactic backfires, however. As seen in the quote above, Lenore is 
unappreciative of the promotion. To make matters more upsetting for Rick, Lenore is also 
unimpressed by his manuscript, in fact expressing a clear aversion to the story, saying, “ 
‘And the writing was so... […] It wasn't real at all. [...]’ ” (Ibid: 335). The promotion 
given to Lenore by Rick can be seen as a pharmakon, which we will now explain further. 
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The “job” Rick gives to Lenore, stripped of its details and requirements in the 
reality of the workplace, was meant only as a means for Rick to please Lenore and in turn 
a means to please himself. Things turn out differently, and the job turns out only to be a 
source of further negativity for Rick, doing nothing to please Lenore or improve their 
relationship. This is not the full extent of the pharmakon in this example. For the job 
given to Lenore is one entailing writing, or rather, the reading of the writing of others. 
Furthermore, Rick uses the situation in an attempt to win favor from Lenore by 
impressing her covertly with his own writing. This does not work as he intended it, again 
becoming a pharmakon in this scenario, potentially functioning in one manner but instead 
functioning in an opposite manner. 
Derrida in his writing on the pharmakon seems to be suggesting that this hazard 
of language can be encountered in many situations, not just in ancient Greek or in this 
isolated example, with the implications attached to it reaching beyond the confines of a 
speech act or text. We argue that Wallace illustrates this via BOS. The varied meaning of 
words is a recurring theme in Derrida's work. The astute reader may have already made 
the connection between this concept and Derrida’s concept différance, discussed in the 
previous section. The same theme recurs in BOS, in which contradictions manifest 
themselves repeatedly, often used as absurdities and a vehicle for Wallace's bizarre 
humor. 
Take as an example the repeated mentioning of college students getting 
exceedingly drunk and banging their heads against the wall as a remedy for their 
intoxication, seen for the first time in the book's opening chapter. What may seem to the 
reader to be a reckless act that could only cause harm to these individuals, is viewed by 
the individuals themselves a remedy against excessive intoxication. Thus this action 
functions as a pharmakon. The same can be said about the act of getting intoxicated 
itself. Drinking alcohol can be used as an escape from the troubles of daily life, as well as 
a tool of self-destruction or a means to make party guests more sociable towards each 
other, as well as other potential purposes. A scene in which college students get drunk 
and bang their heads on a wall is where we are introduced to the character Stonecipher 
LaVache Beadsman IV, or “the Antichrist” as he is nicknamed.  
With the character of LaVache we see another example of a pharmakon. 
LaVache's prosthetic leg is both a necessary physical aid to him in his disability, as well 
as the object around which an apparent psychological ailment circles – he talks to his leg 
as though it were human, in what seems to be the delusion that his leg really is a human 
being. Thus, it can be seen as a pharmakon, functioning as both a remedy and a poison 
simultaneously. Indeed, Derrida even likens replacing a lost limb with a fake one to the 
act of substituting one's natural memory and the knowledge accumulated therein for 
writing. This, as Derrida relates, Plato condemned as sophistry: 
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“[W]riting is considered suspicious and the alert exercise of memory prescribed. 
What Plato is attacking in sophistics, therefore, is not simply recourse to memory 
but, within such recourse, the substitution of the mnemonic device for live 
memory, of the prosthesis for the organ; the perversion that consists of replacing a 
limb by a thing, here, substituting the passive, mechanical “by-heart” for the 
active reanimation of knowledge, for its reproduction in the present.” (Derrida in 
Stoker, 2008: 73) 
 
So the notion gains legitimacy, that LaVache's leg can be not just likened to but seen as a 
metaphor for or an example of a pharmakon, very likely used intentionally by Wallace, 
we argue. The concept of pharmakon and the book Dissemination in which Derrida 
discussed it were certainly of interest to Wallace, evidenced by his mention of them in his 
essay Authority and American Usage (84) first published in 2001. If these particular ideas 
stayed with Wallace over 10 years after his university days where he most likely picked 
them up, influencing an essay he would see published, then these ideas certainly must 
have influenced his first novel, which he wrote at around the time he was exposed to the 
thought of Derrida. 
 
 
4.3 Derrida’s Hymen  
 
The presence of the hymen in The Broom of the System is made most clear by characters 
Lenore Beadsman and Rick Vigorous, both through their individual neurosis and their 
relationship with each other. We will explore Wallace’s use of the word membrane in, 
what we will argue for, place of the word hymen, when describing the spaces in-between 
Lenore and Rick as well as other key characters.  
From the beginning of the BOS, we are exposed to Lenore’s sexuality. While 
visiting her older sister Clarice at Mount Holyoke, an all women's college, 15-year-old 
Lenore is confronted with a conversation about the sex lives of some of the other girls on 
campus. While Clarice and her two roommates giggle and smirk, Lenore interjects with, 
“That’s just incredibly gross, [...] doesn’t that kind of thing sort of give you guys the 
creeps a little bit?” (Wallace: 7). Lenore reveals that she is a virgin herself, and the 
conversation moves on to discussing the sexual assaults that occur on campus. The other 
girls seem un-phased by the facts about the number of assaults that happen on the 
college’s property (“‘Well how many times that you know of?’ ‘Idle know. About 
maybe, I guess I know of about ten women -’”(Ibid: 9)), but Lenore is shocked. This 
could be understood as simply the reaction of a 15-year-old girl, but as we will look 
further into later in this chapter, Lenore is very fearful of the Other entering the Self, and 
sexual assault is the ultimate example of such an event occurring. By the end of the first 
chapter, the girls are interrupted by two drunk male youths that have been attending a 
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party downstairs: Biff Diggerence and Andy ‘Wang-Dang’ Lang. The boys need the girls 
to sign their rear ends as a sort of initiation into a fraternity and as the three roommates 
eventually comply, Lenore leaves in a rage saying, “This is disgusting. I’m leaving, let 
me leave, please” (Ibid: 20).  
 The next chapter, and most of the rest of the novel, takes place nine years after the 
scene in the dormitory. Lenore is now twenty-four and dating Rick Vigorous, a 
relationship full of complications. As well as being her boss at Frequent & Vigorous 
Publishing Company, Rick is eighteen years older than Lenore. We understand that Rick 
is incredibly jealous and possessive over Lenore as he often expresses a frustration with 
not being able to take Lenore inside of himself and vice versa  
 
“My inability to be truly inside of and surrounded by Lenore Beadsman arouses in 
me the purely natural reactive desire to have her inside of and contained by me. I 
am possessive. I want to own her, sometimes. And this of course does not sit well 
with a girl thoroughly frightened of the possibility that she does not own herself.” 
(Ibid: 72) 
  
The reader is made to understand that Rick cannot make love to Lenore, which is 
something that causes him immense sadness. While it is never stated outright, it is 
insinuated, and a part of this problem is the fact that Rick has an incredibly small penis, 
small enough to perform a “two-fingered Ritual of Solace” (Ibid: 62) in the evenings 
whilst dreaming of Lenore. It also seems that he is unable to reach completion in these 
sexual events, at one point describing himself trying to make love to Lenore’s shoe while 
she is in the shower but being unable to “bring the thing off, for familiar reasons.” (Ibid: 
59). Rick is confronted with a hymen, although assumingly not Lenore’s literal hymen 
since we do not know whether or not she has had sex before being with Rick, and Rick 
obsesses over the fact that he is outside of Lenore in every way. Lenore also never says 
that she loves Rick, even though he is constantly bringing up the fact that he is utterly in 
love with her.  
  
“Are you bothered by speculation about whether it bothers me that you never tell 
me you love me?” [Rick] 
 “Maybe sometimes.” [Lenore] 
“Well you shouldn’t be. I know you do, deep down. Deep down I know it. And I 
love you, fiercely and completely - you do believe that.” [Rick] 
 “Yes.” [Lenore] 
 “And you love me.” [Rick] 
 “...” [Lenore] (Ibid: 103) 
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This is an uncomfortable conversation, and one that occurs several times in varying forms 
throughout the novel. It is difficult to get a full understanding of Lenore’s feelings 
towards Rick, although the reader can see that she cares for him and that their 
relationship is quite nurturing in moments. Lenore leaves Rick only towards the end of 
the novel when he has gone so insane with jealousy that he has dragged her out into the 
middle of the Great Ohio Desert in order to tell her a story and handcuff himself to her, 
the ultimate attempt to make Lenore a part of him in the only way that seems possible.  
 
 Both Rick and Lenore visit a psychiatrist named Jay. Jay is quite unprofessional 
in his career as he divulges much of his sessions with Lenore to Rick in order to help 
Rick understand that Lenore is so far outside of himself. Lenore is also the only topic that 
Rick wants to talk about when visiting Jay as she is his primary concern in life. Jay is 
always talking about membranes, which we have understood to be Wallace’s way of 
addressing the hymen. To quote Jay during a session with a very frustrated Rick, 
  
“I think the membrane is the breakthrough you want. [...] You want to use your 
penis to put what’s inside of you inside an Other, to tear down the distinctions the 
way you want them torn down. You want to have your membrane and eat it too, 
so to speak. Your desire to bring the Inside out is an image of your fear of the 
Outside getting in … in short, hygiene anxiety ” (Ibid:  138) 
 
Throughout the novel Jay tries to lay this seemingly obvious logic out in front of Rick 
and Lenore and they dismiss it completely. He is constantly referring to hygiene anxiety, 
a fictional theory created by an invented psychologist named Olaf Blentner, which is also 
referred to as identity anxiety. The premise is that the Self is a clean, protected space and 
allowing the Other in, by penetrating the membrane, is the dirtying of the Self. Thus a 
fear of connecting with another person is understood as the fear of making messy 
something that you have kept clean. Lenore is obsessively clean, and whenever an 
uncomfortable situation arises she will mention her need for a shower, an act the reader 
could understand as a way to wash away the outside from the inside. This “hygiene 
anxiety” could also be attributed to the 15-year-old Lenore that we met at the beginning 
of the novel that was so disgusted by the sex lives of others and so utterly shocked by the 
conversation about sexual abuse on campus.  
 In Lenore’s last session in the novel Jay is trying to get Lenore to admit that she is 
attracted to Lang, which she denies vehemently. Jay explains, 
 
“The strong, clean membrane chooses what to suck inside itself and lets all the 
rest bounce dirtily off. Only the secure can truly pretend, Lenore. The secure have 
membranes like strong, clean ova. Like ovums. These membranes withstand the 
onslaught of the countless Other-set, ceaselessly battering, the Others, their heads 
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coated with filth, their underarms clotted with fungus, they batter, and the secure 
membrane/ovum waits patiently, strong, aloof, secure, and, yes, occasionally will 
let an Other in, will suck it in, on the membrane’s terms, will suck it in like a 
sperm, will take it inside itself to renew, to create itself anew.” (Wallace: 330) 
 
The membrane (here interchangeable with the term hymen) is the space between the 
Other and the Self, between Lenore and Lang, which seemingly makes the decision about 
who is let in and who isn’t. Jay begins to pretend to be a sperm, wriggling about and 
battering at Lenore’s membrane. When Lenore asks how Rick plays into this scenario, 
Jay states that Rick will “forever remain an Other” to Lenore. That “Rick is like a sperm 
without a tail. An immobilized sperm in the uterus of life.” (Wallace: 332) Wallace is 
using this biological imagery of sperm and uteruses to express the complex relationships 
between human beings, the actions that take place in the space between one and Other, 
the hymen in real life terms. “The hymen ‘takes place’ in the ‘inter–’, in the spacing 
between desire and fulfillment” (Derrida in Kamuf, 1991: 186).  
 
 Rick and Jay have their own sort of breakthrough session approximately halfway 
through the novel. Rick is wildly jealous and concerned about a relationship that is 
blossoming between Lang, whom he met at his old fraternity bar and invited to come 
work with him back in Cleveland. Lang is also the same Wang-Dang Lang that the reader 
encountered in the first chapter when he approached the room of Lenore’s sister and her 
roommates asking for a signature on his rear-end. Rick has a dream that he describes in 
great detail. Him and Lang are nude together and Rick attempts to cover himself with a 
teabag while Lang draws a portrait of a naked Lenore, one which he signs with his 
initials. Suddenly Lenore emerges from the page and begins to sign Lang’s rear-end 
while “her other hand finds what purchase it can on Lang’s heroic front.” At this point 
Rick begins to scream silently and “explosively to urinate [...] a fan of uncountably many 
lines, [...] razor-thin and so hot that [he] is burned when [he] tr[ies] to cross them.” 
Lenore begins to drown while continuing to sign Lang’s rear and the tea bag begins to 
seep into the urine as Rick gives in to the horror. (Wallace: 325) 
 Derrida also references dreams in The Double Session. Here he describes them as 
such: 
  
“Dream, being at once perception, remembrance, and anticipation (desire), each 
within the others, is really none of these. It declares the “fiction,” the “medium, 
the pure medium of fiction” [...] a presence both perceived and not perceived, at 
once image and model, and hence image without model, neither image nor model, 
a medium (medium in the sense of middle, neither/nor, what is between extremes, 
a medium in the sense of element, ether, matrix, means).” (Derrida in Kamuf: 
184) 
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We can argue here that Rick’s dream takes the form of a hymen in that it is the medium 
between Rick’s subconscious and Rick’s reality. He is paranoid, so desperately afraid of 
losing Lenore that he is dreaming his own fears. This dream functions as the means to 
allow the reader to understand the full extent to which Rick is insecure. His urinating 
publicly in the way that is described above is a horrifying image, one that exposes an 
individual as fragile and weak. The fact that he screams “an airless scream” (Wallace: 
325) could be read as an expression of his being completely powerless as he watches 
Lang ‘steal’ Lenore while he can do nothing about it. While the urine is being diluted by 
the tea bag, Lang in the dream says, “Tea symptosis,” (Ibid), pointing towards the 
atrophied state of Rick’s relationship with Lenore. In our definition of the hymen, we 
describe it as “the non-locatable, non-determined ‘place’ of the in-between” (Derrida in 
Kaumf: 50). This could also function as a definition of dreams, places that are non-
locatable, oftentimes non-describable, existing only in one singular person’s mind. One 
could also see dreams as “float[ing] undecidedly between [...] referent and sign, signified 
and signifier” (Kaumf: 170), another way in which the hymen is described. It is neither 
the signified or signifier, it points in both directions.  
 
 
Another aspect of the hymen that Derrida mentions is using it as a way of understanding 
writing as something that takes place in the in-between - in-between “intentions and 
effects, inscriptions and significations, authors and readers…” (Lucy, 2004: 50). Writing 
is the membrane between the Self (author) and the Other (reader). In Rick’s attempts to 
gain access to Lenore, and as a way to fill the void that their lack of a sex life has left 
gaping open, he tells her stories. Oftentimes they are retellings, almost summaries, of 
stories that have been sent to Frequent & Vigorous Publishing. These stories can go on 
for twelve pages in the actual book, with Lenore interrupting to ask a question or react. 
Rick tells Lenore four stories throughout the novel; they are long and meandering, end on 
gruesome notes and often involve tales of relationships. These stories are incredibly far-
fetched and bizarre; the first tells the tale of a second-order vane man and the decline of 
his body due to a nearly incurable disfiguring disease. The second details a woman who 
has a tree toad living in a pit at the base of her neck, which is the reason that the woman 
could never connect emotionally to anyone in the outside world. The third involves a 
couple that meets in therapy, one for anger issues and another for melancholy and 
overeating, who eventually have two children with an ailment that causes them to have 
epileptic fits when they cry and in which everyone dies in the end. Initially the reader 
may feel that these stories could be a way for Rick to express how he really feels, that 
maybe the crying baby is Rick always crying out for Lenore to love him, or the tree toad 
being a metaphor for the hymen between him and Lenore as well, but as one continues to 
read, the stories get more ludicrous and the at first seemingly obvious metaphor gets lost. 
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It is only with the last story, the one told in the desert before Rick handcuffs himself to 
Lenore, which is meant to convey a message, although a long-winded one. The story 
involves a woman with a neurosis “under the rules of which she needs constant and 
prodigious sexual attention and activity, in order to stave off feelings of raving paranoia 
and loss of three-dimensionality” (Wallace: 425). This is clearly meant to represent 
Lenore through Rick’s distorted vision of who she has become and the paranoid thinking 
that she is sleeping with Lang. The woman marries a theoretical dentist (meant to 
represent Rick) who suffers a major accident which renders him almost completely 
immobile and the woman, unable to stave off her neurosis, begins to sleep with a blond 
psychologist (Lang) right there on the hospital floor. By the end of the story the husband 
forgives his wife and she handcuffs herself to her husband as a means to stay faithful. 
Throughout the telling of this story Lenore is desperately trying to have a real 
conversation with Rick about their relationship and Rick dismissively continues to tell the 
story, ending in himself handcuffing Lenore to him in what he thinks is a grand gesture. 
One could argue, going back to the description above in which writing was said to be in-
between “intentions and effects”, we can see that Rick’s stories take place in-between his 
intention to make love to Lenore and the effect these stories have on Lenore. We could 
also argue, seeing as Rick is not actually writing these stories but retelling other people’s 
stories through speech, that Rick could be a sort of hymen, functioning between the 
author and the reader, or listener.  
 
It is clear that the hymen functions in many aspects of BOS, from the membrane that Jay 
describes to the stories that Rick tells Lenore. As Wallace writes in a way that leaves the 
reader filling in the gaps throughout her reading of the novel, he leaves much room for 
interpretation using the hymen as the vehicle.  
 
 
5. Discussion Through Deconstruction 
 
5.1 Deconstructing the Title 
  
“The title [BOS] itself is a complex allusion to Wittgenstein. At first glance it 
looks like a play on the phrase deus ex machina, which means “god from the 
machine” and refers to the moment in a play when an unanticipated agent 
intervenes in the plot. In this novel, Wittgenstein is that intervening agent. 
Significantly, he never actually appears but is rather “represented” by one of his 
students, Lenore Stonecipher Beadsman, the protagonist’s great-grandmother, 
who, of course, starts the machinery of the plot by disappearing.” (Boswell, 2003: 
23) 
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Whilst Boswell’s argument that Gramma Beadsman functions as a deus ex machina in 
BOS, an agent introduced to the narrative to alter the trajectory of the plot, seems logical, 
his claim that this accounts for the origins of the title seems less watertight or at least 
seems to be an oversimplification. What Boswell appears to be suggesting is that 
Gramma Beadsman functions as a broom (deus ex machina) that enters the system (story 
plot) causing disruption and altering its state. The motif of the broom does seem to point 
to a Wittgensteinian thought experiment, as Patrick O’Donnell elaborates in his essay 
Almost a Novel: The Broom of the System, 
 
 “Wittgenstein’s elaborate discussion of the broom-object in Aphorism 60 of 
Philosophical Investigations is, in part, a reflection on the linguistic relation 
between part and whole and a querying of the method that enables the figuring of 
that relation. The questions raised by Wittgenstein’s thought experiment are as 
fundamental to rhetoric and the structuralist poetics of the novel as they are to 
philosophy: when it is recognized that the object (or language system, or novel) is 
comprised of parts, what becomes of its status as a whole?” (Boswell and Burn, 
2013: 4) 
 
This “elaborate discussion” enters into BOS in an indirect and non-explicit way, in a 
seemingly inconsequential scene. The broom-object problem as seen in BOS takes place 
as follows, 
 
“[...] something’s meaning is nothing more or less than its function. [...] Has she 
[Gramma Beadsman] done the thing with the broom with you? No? [...] What she 
did with me [...] was to sit me down in the kitchen and take a straw broom and 
start furiously sweeping the floor, and she asked me which part of the broom was 
more elemental, more fundamental, in my opinion, the bristles or the handle. [...] 
And I hemmed and hawed, and she swept more and more violently, and I got 
nervous, and finally when I said I supposed the bristles, because you could after a 
fashion sweep without the handle, by just holding on to the bristles, but couldn’t 
sweep with just the handle, she tackled me, and knocked me out of my chair and 
yelled into my ear something like, ‘Aha, that’s because you want to sweep with 
the broom, isn’t it? It’s because of what you want the broom for, isn’t it?’ Et 
cetera. And that if what we wanted a broom for was to break windows, then the 
handle was clearly the fundamental essence of the broom [...].” (Wallace: 151) 
 
The fact that the origins of the title are subtly related to the reader by the author, as well 
as the nature of the discussion, illustrates the importance of the philosophy behind the 
title, the scene and the novel in general. Whilst Wittgenstein’s role here is undeniable, the 
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role of Derrida, though less superficially evident, is still terrain to be explored, interpreted 
and, yes, deconstructed. This brings us back to the scene above. 
Boswell talks of the broom’s effect as being one of alteration; he leaves relatively 
unexplored the extent and full implications of this alteration. In the scene above, one can 
observe that a potential function of the broom is one of destruction, of breaking up or 
even of deconstruction. Furthermore, it could be argued that this function seems to be the 
focal point here, as it goes against orthodox understandings of a broom, namely that 
brooms function as a means of cleaning, potentially purifying and purging a surface of 
excess muck. In a sense then, we can argue that the latter orthodox function has an almost 
structuralist implication, as it does not aim to shake up an existing entity, question it, 
undermine or even examine it from another angle, but to consolidate its ‘natural state’. 
On the other hand, if we take the broom as a tool for destruction, this ‘natural state’ may 
be broken down into fragments, revealing the myriad components of the entity and the 
nuance that hitherto went unnoticed. It also puts the agency into the hands of the agent 
wielding the broom, who, like the reader, is now more effective in this context than the 
creator, who, like the writer, no longer has a say in the outcome of her product. If then, 
we take the “system” to mean not the novel BOS in this case, with the broom being the 
deus ex machina, but instead take the system as language and literature in general, then 
the broom can be interpreted as being deconstruction or any agent involved in the act of 
deconstructing. What’s more, the broom can in this context function as a pharmakon, 
being both the cleaning, chaos-taming device, and the tool of destruction, the creator of 
chaos - two sides of the coin simultaneously. Indeed the discussion of the broom-object 
according to Wittgenstein does take into account many of the themes explored by Derrida 
and deconstruction, more specifically, themes of “[...] binaries like “part/whole”, 
“self/other”, “system/chaos”” (Boswell and Burn, 2013: 4). However Derrida escapes 
mention in O’Donnell’s exploration of the title and the link between him and 
Wittgenstein is not made. Boswell brings Derrida, as well as other figures such as Barth, 
into his analyses, although he does so in digression from the examination of the title. He 
puts forth the Derridean understanding of meaning being shaped by context (such as 
cleaning or smashing windows in the scene above, though Boswell himself doesn’t make 
this link explicitly) and relationships to other words. From this platform, Boswell writes, 
“Wittgenstein-- if he were he [sic] alive now to address Derrida directly-- might object 
that language is not a “chain” but rather ‘as much a part of our natural history as walking, 
eating, drinking, playing’” (Boswell 2003, 30). 
 The point made by Boswell here, whilst understandable enough, seems to stray 
from or misinterpret the agenda (or lack thereof) of Derrida in regards to language only to 
undermine his position via Wittgenstein. Whether language is as natural to us as a species 
as walking, eating or playing, this doesn’t, in our view, mean that it cannot at the same 
time be interpreted as a chain. In fact, this naturality of language seems to have little to 
do with the way meaning is shaped and more to do with the ability of an individual to use 
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language, development of language capabilities in individuals or the development of 
language as a form of communication for human beings collectively. In any case, we feel 
that the room for Derrida and deconstruction is gaping in interpreting the book’s title and 
with it the book itself; this illustrates another example of Derrida being overlooked in 
favor of Wittgenstein orientated investigations of BOS. 
 
 
5.2 Stylistic Choices and the Role of the Reader 
 
A recurring trait in BOS are words chosen as descriptors which seem not to fit, or to stick 
out as an eccentric authorial choice in their given contexts. This can be seen with the 
repeated use of the word “yellow” in the opening chapter, “hiss” in a later chapter and 
“gelatinous” in the story that Rick tells Lenore about a terminally epileptic baby. Upon 
first meeting these words, they may appear a creative stylistic use of language; referring 
to a breeze as “yellow” may conjure a romantic image of afternoon light, a light gust of 
air floating through a window and the hair of a handsome young lady. However, by 
repeating this adjective in other contexts within the same scene makes the word become 
somewhat jarring. No matter how charmed the reader may find herself from that romantic 
scene with its “yellow breeze” (Wallace: 8) referring to callouses on a foot (Ibid: 1) or a 
smoker’s smile as yellow (Ibid: 15) in the space of a few pages seems to undermine the 
word ‘yellow'’s potential as a positive descriptor. We maintain that the appearance of 
these words in such a contradictory way did not come about coincidentally. This 
argument is made stronger when one reads further, finding that the author repeats this 
technique again later in the book on multiple occasions as described above. We interpret 
that this repetition is used to demonstrate the role of the reader in the construction of the 
text, a post-structuralist idea that David Foster Wallace was particularly fond of as the 
quote from the Wallace interview found in our earlier subchapter describing 
deconstruction illuminates. By using adjectives in varying seemingly inapposite contexts, 
the author may be testing the reader’s capacity for interpretation, inviting the reader to 
question the author's authority perhaps. In a sense the author is relinquishing agency, by 
choosing adjectives not because they fit with what the author is trying to communicate or 
describe the scene with sharp realism, but quite the opposite. The author intends for the 
reader to notice the small details and to question what they are reading as well as the 
artistic and communicative choices of the person behind the text. Words are selected and 
reused so that they will stick out and be noticed by the astute reader. This can also be 
interpreted as an effort to draw the reader's attention so that the reader will think of the 
author. Perhaps this is a method of rebellion for Wallace, a way of fighting the idea of 
“the death of the author”. By getting the reader's attention not due to the beauty of the 
prose, but quite the opposite, due to the arbitrary and even uneasy nature of the text, one 
can argue that the author is making a connection with the reader. The author and the 
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reader are momentarily linked, as the author has made a choice with the explicit attention 
of causing the reader to think about him, even if that is in a dubious light. The function of 
the text is then altered in some way. It is lifted to meta-fiction, to writing that is aware of 
itself and its function as writing, the author suddenly inside the text and the reader invited 
to join him there. 
Furthermore, the opportunity for a unique interpretation of the text is increased, 
the creativity of the reader as interpreter encouraged and their imagination called into 
play, when, for example, the author invites the reader to picture rain as “gelatinous”. The 
author has little control of how the reader will respond to the writing if they are to 
interpret rain as being viscous as jelly as opposed to watery and fluid as they are 
accustomed to. So, whilst our arguments above suggest that David Foster Wallace may 
have been attempting to place himself inside the writing by encouraging the reader to 
question his stylistics and thereby think of him, it may also be argued that these same 
stylistics function as a way of acknowledging that agency in terms of interpreting the 
novel is held by the reader alone. This seeming contradiction may be the unmasking of a 
pharmakon present in the text, meanwhile relating to the concept of the hymen as the text 
is the medium between author and reader. In addition, the assemblage différance comes 
into play here, as the meaning of the text is deferred here until the reader approaches the 
work, bringing to it their past experiences with language and the world that influence 
understanding to construct a personal, unpredictable image of any given scene.  
 
5.3 Challenging the Reader 
 
“TV-type art’s biggest hook is that it’s figured out ways to “reward” passive 
spectation. A certain amount of the form-conscious stuff I write is trying—with 
whatever success—to do the opposite. It’s supposed to be uneasy. For instance, 
using a lot of flash-cuts between scenes so that some of the narrative arrangement 
has got to be done by the reader, or interrupting flow with digressions and 
interpolations that the reader has to do the work of connecting to each other and to 
the narrative. It’s nothing terribly sophisticated, and there has to be an accessible 
payoff for the reader if I don’t want the reader to throw the book at the wall. But if 
it works right, the reader has to fight “through” the meditated voice presenting the 
material to you.” (McCaffery) 
 
 
BOS, in our view, exemplifies Wallace’s ‘philosophy’ in regards to the writing/reading 
process according to the quote above. Several examples can be given from the book that 
challenge the reader to “fight” through the text for the sake of “reward”, in a marriage of 
frustration and benefit, put in and “payoff”. We will now attempt to deconstruct some of 
these examples.  
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5.3.1 Narration 
 
The most blatant example of this struggle that The Broom of the System demands of the 
reader can be seen in the shifts of narrative style throughout the book. The first chapter 
presents itself to the unsuspecting reader as an easily digestible third person narration, 
with a clearly outlined setting and characters. So far so good, thinks the reader, probably 
amused by the bottom-signing episode and encouraged by the plot. However, from the 
second chapter on, the reader may find herself in a state of considerable confusion, seeing 
as it consists of a dialogue, without a narrative voice explaining which character says 
what to whom. Only at the end of the chapter is the name Lenore mentioned, and the 
identity of her interlocutor is revealed slowly in the consecutive chapters when the reader 
learns that Rick Vigorous is the one telling Lenore fictional stories that he receives at his 
publishing firm from aspiring writers. 
Rick’s retellings of the stories create a second layer of narration. It is, however, 
worth noting that the reader receives them already filtered through Rick’s sub 
consciousness, and as far as we know, he is the only one who has read the original 
writings, that is until he passes the job onto Lenore, who seems less eager to read them as 
she was to listen to them verbally transmitted by Rick (see the section on hymen in this 
paper). The choice of the stories alone can be seen as Rick’s contribution to the 
authorship, giving the stories new meaning in the context of his relationship with Lenore. 
We could argue, for instance, that the woman with a toad living in a pit of the bottom of 
her neck, which is what “has kept [her] from connecting emotionally with the world 
outside her” (Wallace: 167), is in Rick’s eyes an analogy, or allusion, to Lenore keeping 
him at distance and not “connecting emotionally”. Furthermore, the stories in the form 
they are presented to Lenore (and the reader), are an assemblage of the plot composed by 
the original author, and Rick’s subconscious (or conscious?) whose traces can be found 
in the choice of words, and as it is a spoken language, probably the tone of his voice and 
what he decides to stress. The final product we, the readers, receive, is thus the original 
story transformed by the reteller, enriched by the listener’s (Lenore) questions, and 
filtered through our own perception. Therefore, “What the writer intended” results much 
less important than the readers’ input in the story. 
To return to the main narration of BOS, in addition to dialogue and third person 
narration the reader will encounter chapters consisting of Rick Vigorous’ diary entries as 
well as fragments of his short stories featuring his supposed alter-ego Monroe 
Fieldbinder, transcripts from Jay’s therapy sessions with consecutively Rick and Lenore, 
a transcript from a meeting of the local government and another one from an episode of 
the religious television show with Vlad the Impaler, an excerpt from a doctor’s log on 
Lenore’s brother John in a mental hospital, et cetera. We will not go into detail analyzing 
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these sections, but we found it important to mention as they add significantly to the 
confusing narrative style.  
In addition to the form, the content of the book can also become troublesome to 
grasp for the reader, seeing as the plot itself contains multiple threads, some of which are 
picked up later in the novel (LaVache’s leglessness, or the introduction of characters in 
the first chapter who only reappear in the second half of the book, i.e. Wang Dang Lang 
and Mindy Metalman), whilst others are left loose, such as the mystery of the great-
grandmother’s disappearance. What is more, towards the end of the book, the reader is 
given a false impression that all the threads will be resolved, when all the important 
characters by a rare coincidence gather in the Bombardini building, wanting to speak with 
Lenore, but the scene ends with a hint that the missing Lenore Sr. had something to do 
with the building’s telephone line damage (?), and all the mayhem it has created. In the 
end it depends wholly on the reader how she will understand what she has read. This, in 
addition to the unfinished last sentence, manifest how the text is, in the end, completely 
arbitrary. There is no such thing as a universal “aboutness” of the text; it is ultimately up 
to the reader what the book is about. 
 
5.3.2 Character Names 
 
Another device used by Wallace to confront the reader's preconceived notions of what a 
text ‘should’ be is his naming of the characters. As one may have noticed through the 
reading of this paper, none of the characters mentioned have simple or ‘easy’ names. One 
could argue that this device is put in place to lead the reader’s mind away from the 
naturally beaten path, to send their associations reeling off into a completely different 
direction and thus add to the confusion of the novel. The confusion is also put into play 
with the way in which Wallace introduces these characters, with no comment on the 
strangeness of their names or even another character commenting on said strangeness. 
Take, for example, Spatula Spaniard, the son of Lenore’s sister Clarice and her husband 
Alvin. Even as images of kitchen utensils begin to form in the reader’s mind, Wallace 
writes, “named for Ruth Spatula Spaniard, Alvin Spaniard’s mother” (Wallace: 159). The 
reader doesn’t get the chance to speculate upon the possible reasons that someone would 
name their child spatula, as Wallace offers a seemingly sound reason for her. However, 
even with Wallace’s nonchalant manner of introducing such bizarre names, the reader 
will nevertheless be struck by the oddness at play.  
 Some of the names assigned to the characters take on their own associations, 
matching with the characters personality. We can use Andy ‘Wang-Dang’ Lang as an 
example of an unusual name Wallace uses. The word ‘wang’ is often used as a slang 
word in American English for ‘penis’; ‘dang’ being a word used in American English as 
a sort of exclamation. Both words are ones that are more commonly used by young males 
in a jovial manner, much of what Lang’s character is all about. He meets Rick Vigorous 
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at the bar that he used to frequent as an Amherst fraternity boy, claiming that he “felt like 
[he] needed to come home” (Wallace: 228). His childish name may inspire an image of 
him as forever being a frat boy, stuck in a man’s body.  
 Norman Bombardini is another name that alerts the readers mind. Bombardini is 
an enormous man, hell bent on growing to infinite size, taking up the entire universe until 
there is no room for anyone else except himself. The word bombard is defined as “to 
assail vigorously or persistently” (“bombard” Merriam-Webster Dictionary), which is 
precisely what Bombardini is doing to the entire universe, as well as Lenore Beadsman 
whom he pursues with romantic gestures. The name itself, Bombardini, could also bring 
to mind large objects, such as trucks or an enormous power plant. Wallace uses this name 
specifically to give his character that much more life, most likely being aware of what 
connotations would arise upon reading such a name. 
 Nicknaming LaVache as the Antichrist, as well as describing him as particularly 
devilish looking, could have the effect of the reader imagining him as a cartoon devil 
instead of an actual person, especially combined with the fact that the father of Satanism 
was named Anton LaVey (“Anton LaVey” Britannica Academic). “La vache”, on the 
other hand, is French for “the cow”, which for the French-speaking readers opens a whole 
new realm of imagery. Then there is the example of Candy Mandible, her last name being 
the word for “either the upper or lower parts of a bird’s beak” (“mandible” Merriam-
Webster Dictionary). Vlad the Impaler, Lenore’s cockatiel, first begins talking by 
imitating Mandible’s practice breakup speech.  
 There are countless more examples of the strange associations that one could find 
with the names of Wallace’s characters. To deconstruct this, one could argue that this sort 
of writing device is one that allows the readers mind to spiral out into more and more 
possibilities, an endless barrage of imagery on top of the novel at hand. To create the 
characters as vehicles for association allows for a lack of essentialism, that a character 
isn’t just a person with a name, that the name opens up a plethora of doors for possible 
meanings. There is also the fact that no reader has the same experience, as one may read 
the name Lenore Beadsman and think of beady eyes or a beaded necklace or a man who 
sells beads. Or that the reader had known someone named Lenore in their life exterior to 
the reading, that they hadn’t liked and thus will not be able to disassociate the Lenore in 
the novel from the Lenore in their lives and in turn will read Lenore Beadsman as a 
negative character. The naming of characters and things is not the gateway to finality, one 
could argue that all that is signified does not have the same signifier, that Wallace has 
used these names as a way to breakdown the assumptions a reader may have about what 
constitutes a name in the first place.  
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6. Conclusion 
 
David Foster Wallace and Jacques Derrida present us with the tools to look at language in 
a more complex way, to reconsider what is actually at play underneath our daily 
consumption and use of words. By using one to understand the other, a novel such as The 
Broom of the System becomes more than just a simple tale of one woman’s search for a 
missing great-grandmother. Wallace’s writing style takes on Derrida’s concepts of 
language and makes a game out of it, creating quirky characters that engage in humorous 
and outrageous relations. Both writers push a reader to look past the surface, to seek out 
the multiple layers beneath a word or a character. 
In this paper we not only examined Wallace’s prose, looking for traces of 
Derrida’s thought, but we also pulled the text apart, deconstructed what has been 
constructed by the author, to show that the application of Derridean concepts on Wallace 
lends itself to a more complex understanding of a text. To understand Wallace in a 
Derridean context is to understand that BOS is a novel written with care and 
consideration, in which no phrase or reference exists without reason, and that the book is 
better understood if the reader takes a deeper look into the mechanisms behind the 
writing. With Derrida in mind, we also argue that there is no one reading of BOS, that 
there is no right way to interpret how Derrida presents himself within the text. Our 
understanding of ideas such as the hymen and pharmakon are so because we specifically 
used Wallace to understand Derrida, and another reading of Derrida without BOS could 
be quite different.  
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